
 

 

The new children’s hospital project 

Opening Statement to the Committee of Public Accounts 

 

16 June 2022 

 

Introduction & Project Overview  

Chair and Deputies, 

Thank you for inviting the National Paediatric Hospital Development Board (NPHDB) today to assist 

the committee in its examination of the NPHDB Financial Statements 2020.  

My name is David Gunning and I am Chief Officer at the NPHDB.  I am joined this morning by Phelim 

Devine (Project Director), Dr. Emma Curtis (Medical Director) and Jim Farragher (Finance Manager).  

The National Paediatric Hospital Development Board was appointed by the Minister for Health in 2013 

to design, build and equip the new children’s hospital on a campus shared with St. James’s Hospital in 

Dublin 8, a Paediatric Outpatient and Urgent Care Centre, at Connolly, and a Paediatric Outpatient 

and Emergency Care Centre, at Tallaght. Both Centres have been handed over to Children’s Health 

Ireland and are fully operational.   

The new children’s hospital project represents a unique and unprecedented investment in children 

and young people’s health and wellbeing and will deliver on the vision of creating one of the finest 

children’s hospitals in the world. 

This much needed investment will enable the delivery of expert care and treatment for all children 

and young people – who represent 25% of our population – from a bespoke, modern space. It will 

have world-class state of the art facilities where paediatricians, doctors, nurses, clinicians, and all 

medical and support staff will deliver care leading to better health outcomes for all.  

Progress on the construction of the new children’s hospital has advanced significantly since we were 

last here with you almost 12 months ago.  

The facility is now 70% complete and is well established on the city’s skyline.  

I would like to thank the members of the Committee who visited the site over the past year. The 

advanced progress means that the lay out of the hospital is clear and visible to all those who walk the 

through the various different departments, that are starting to reach completion stage. On behalf of 

the Development Board, I would like to extend an invitation to each of you to come and visit the 

hospital to see the progress first hand.   

You will have seen from the images that accompanied this Opening Statement that the hospital is 

progressing with the most advanced areas having intact floors, walls, ceilings and joinery such as staff 

nurse stations already installed. The ICU pendants, which hold all of the medical equipment, and 

bathroom fittings are being installed, as are the sliding doors with interstitial privacy blinds.  

The fit out of ceilings, walls and glazed screens within the concourse at all levels at the north and south 

entrances is well underway, to include the cone structures that host 3rd level seminar and library 

spaces, 350 seat lecture theatres, cafes and an all-faith centre and performance steps. As you can see 

from the images provided, the 22 Operating Theatres ceilings walls, and floor fit out is underway with 
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medical equipment also being installed.   Other areas such as the Emergency Department, Imaging, 

Critical Care and Therapy areas are progressing at pace.  The clinical rooms, bedrooms with windows 

to the gardens with views to the Dublin Mountains and Phoenix Park are all there to be viewed.  It is 

not hard to imagine the voices of children and families as you navigate the corridors. As we move to 

complete the final 30% we are moving quickly to the completion of finishes.  It is expected that the 

first rooms will be completed in August this year and will be ready for system commissioning. The 

other 4,600 clinical rooms will follow in a planned sequence.  

It is worth reminding the Committee that at the heart of this infrastructure project is the policy 

commitment to co-locate the children’s hospital with an acute adult hospital, and in time, tri-location 

with maternity hospital.  Critical pieces of infrastructure linking these facilities are the shared logistics 

and service yard, Facilities Management tunnel linking to St. James’s adult hospital and future 

Maternity, the shared helipad and ambulance canopy which will optimise access for patients, staff and 

services.  The medical and clinical equipping of the hospital, that also falls within the NPHDB remit, is 

advancing.  Medical equipment such as theatre and ICU pendants, autoclaves, storage and catering 

equipment are already being installed.  The Clinical Decontamination Unit which cleans and sterilises 

the surgical equipment has been procured together with the automated guided vehicles that will 

traverse the segregated facility management lifts and corridors 24 hours a day to deliver and collect 

various medical materials and products vital to deliver hospital operations.   

A total of 3 MRI’s are procured to accompany 2 that will transfer from the existing hospitals. The 

process to buy Computed Tomography (CT) scanners, bi-plane imaging for theatres, X rays, 

fluoroscopy, dental chairs, etc will be completed next month.  Over the next 12 months the NPHDB 

will execute multiple contracts with specialist vendors.   

Expenditure 2020 and 2021  

The NPHDB’s 2020 accounts have been audited and approved by the Comptroller and Auditor General. 

The expenditure as of 31 December 2020 for that year on the design and build of the hospital was 

€161,214,000. The NPHDB’s 2021 accounts are due to be audited by the C&AG in August 2022.  
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Year Year Cumulative Year Cumulative 

Description 2019 (Note 1) 2020 (Note 1) 2020 (Note 1) 2021 (Note 2) 2021 (Note 2) 
Construction Management Services 3,435 4,834 16,714 5,464 22,178 
Design Team 14,166 8,986 81,508 11,331 92,839 
Site Development & Clearance 26 62 31,111 31 31,142 
Construction 171,253 137,541 438,451 276,765 715,216 -Equipment 2,019 235 2,259 1,464 3,723 
Admin Costs 8,723 9,556 50,610 7,765 58,375 

Total: 199,623 161,214 620,653 302,820 923,473 

Note 1: The 2019 & 2020Statutory Accounts have been audited by the C&AG 
Note 2: The 2021 Statutory Accounts are unaudited and are to be audited by the C&AG in Q3.2022 



 

 

Wider Construction Sector Challenges  

It is widely acknowledged that the global construction sector is facing challenges related to supply of 

market essentials due to widespread turbulence in the industry caused by Brexit, Covid and the War 

in Ukraine. All of these issues have led to production disruption, Covid related factory shutdowns, 

import delays and constraints, and inventory depletion resulting in increased global demand and 

shortages in the market. According to the SCSI/PWC 2022 Construction Market Monitor, the top three 

factors indicated by surveyors as impacting on their firm’s activity levels were shortage of labour, 

shortage of materials and project viability. 

This is a global challenge, and one that is not unique to the construction sector but one that is having 

– and will have – potential impacts on this project while also bringing additional uncertainty.  The 

contractor continues to work through these challenges.     

Construction Project Timeline 

The NPHDB and BAM remain fully aligned around reaching substantial completion by the end of 

January 2024 with the hospital then being handed over to CHI for a period of commissioning. 

There are, however, a number of factors which put pressure on this forecasted timeframe so we 

continue to work with the contractor to understand what implications these external factors may have 

on the programme and as a result the contractor’s programme is under constant review and 

evaluation. 

Construction Costs 

In December 2018, the Government approved an investment of €1.433bn for the design, build and 

equipping of the new children’s hospital project. This investment excludes items where no price 

certainty is possible due to factors such as construction inflation, statutory changes, and other changes 

in project scope that may arise over the course of construction. In addition to these factors, 

programme delay, Covid, and Brexit will all add additional cost to the project.   

While it is not possible to provide a final estimated cost at this time for the completion of the project, 

the combination of all these factors mean that the final amount will be above that already approved 

by Government.  In particular, the current period of high inflation is inevitably having a major impact 

on costs for a project of this scale that remains the largest current infrastructure development in the 

State. 

On a project of this scale and complexity, any delay has a cost implication. There is ongoing 

engagement taking place to determine the implication of all contributing factors to the costs.  Any 

speculation or discussion on what these additional costs might be could potentially compromise the 

existing contractual arrangements with the Contractor and jeopardise the NPHDB’s ability to negotiate 

on behalf of the State.  

The NPHDB and stakeholders will continue to work together to ensure that any additional funding that 

is required and requested is appropriate and justified. The NPHDB will also continue to vigorously 

review any claims for additional monies and only those that are deemed appropriate will be paid. 
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Claims Management & Dispute Resolution 

Claims and disputes are an inevitable part of construction projects of this scale. They arise for a myriad 

of reasons. Given the large amounts of money involved it is imperative that the NPHDB evaluates each 

claim and robustly defends those that are not justified.  

The NPHDB has a comprehensive process in place for the assessment of claims by the contractor and 

has extensive project controls to help manage costs. While management of this is consuming by way 

of cost and time, the processes ultimately help to manage and defend costs so that the project can 

reach the best possible outcomes. 

In 2021 a moratorium agreed between the NPHDB and the main contractor was applied on disputes 

including on Conciliations and Adjudications and High Court proceedings. This moratorium was 

designed to allow both parties to concentrate on delivering the project in the shortest possible 

timeframe and is ongoing.   

Information on claims and adjustment management and dispute management has been provided to 

the committee separately, as per the template requested.  

Conclusion 

Progress on the construction of the new children’s hospital has progressed significantly in the last 12 

months.  This progress is evident in the new structure and building that is emerging in Dublin 8 and 

the visible impact it has on the broader Dublin skyline.  70% of the construction work is now complete.  

The progress that has been made on the new hospital is in addition to the successful completions of 

CHI at Connolly and CHI at Tallaght – both of which are an important part of the overall NCH project.  

We continue to ensure that our stakeholders are informed on progress and challenges. We remain 

engaged with the contractor, constantly assessing the potential implications of the wider construction 

sector challenges so that they can be mitigated where possible.  

The project has encountered delays – some of which are inevitable for major infrastructure 

developments of this scale, others are unprecedented as outlined above.  However, all parties remain 

committed to delivering substantial completion of the new children’s hospital within the shortest 

possible timeframe. I would like to end by repeating my invitation and that of the NPHDB to all of you 

to visit – or re-visit - the hospital site and view first-hand the state-of-the-art facility that is emerging 

and that will serve children and their families for generations to come.  

Thank you 

David Gunning, 

Chief Officer,  

National Paediatric Hospital, Development Board 
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New Children’s Hospital Progress 
Images 

June 2022
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Aerial Image of the 12 acre new children’s hospital construction site

Main Entrance Piazza– South 

Circular Road, Rialto
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Main Glass Biome Structure that links the building and allows easy access from floor to floor

& houses the central feature lifts and stairs

Roof Lanterns – allowing 

natural  light  into the central 

concourse, ED, Critical Care 

& Theatres
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Rainbow Garden (Length of Croke Park) surrounded inpatient bedrooms 

all with a view to the internal garden or the Dublin Mountains R1303 (ii) PAC33



Concourse at the Entrance fit out – Ceilings/Walls/Balustrades & installation of Reception Desks/Artwork

Inverted Cone – hosting large seminar 

rooms for 3rd level education/Cafés/All Faith 

facilities
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Performance & Seating Space in the Concourse R1303 (ii) PAC33



Glazed fit out on Link Corridors looking into one of  the Outpatient Courtyard AreasR1303 (ii) PAC33



Fit out of a Nurses Station in the Paediatric Intensive Care Unit R1303 (ii) PAC33



Installation of Glazed doors with interstitial privacy blinds for an inpatient roomR1303 (ii) PAC33



Fit out of one of the general 22 Operating Theatres on the 2nd Floor

Floor screeding underway/fit out Theatre Pendants & Lights & other medical equipment
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View of inpatient bedroom to internal garden

Over 800 windows have been installed

Approximately 6,200m2 of toggle glazing

5,800m2 of stone cladding and 10,800m2 of unitised glazing have been installed
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Fit out of Floors/Ceilings/Clinical Wash Hand Basins/Medical Equipment in an inpatient bedroom
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Bathroom Fit Out on Level 2 Day Ward
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Landscaping of the Meadow Garden (Future Expansion Space)

New Flue Stack at the Energy Centre
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Note from the National Paediatric Hospital Development Board to the Public Accounts 

Committee on CHI Tallaght and Connolly Outpatient & Urgent Care Centres, Tallaght 

University Hospital Facilities 

 

16th June 2022 

The Outpatient and Urgent Care Centre at Connolly opened to the public in 2019. The 

Outpatient and Urgent Care Centre at Tallaght opened to the public on 15 November 2021. 

The Tallaght Centre will deliver emergency care until the new children’s hospital opens. The 

feedback from staff, patients and their families has been very positive. 

The final account settlement has been agreed with BAM for both Connolly and Tallaght 

Outpatient and Urgent Care centres for CHI and the new Creche, Administration, and 

Changing facilities for Tallaght University Hospital as they were all procured as one contract. 

The out-turn costs for the facilities are €82.1M inc. VAT vs the budget of €76.4m inc. VAT that 

was included within the government approval of €1,433m.  

The €5.7m inc. VAT additional cost over the budget results from significant additional 

investment in Tallaght University Campus infrastructure, transfer of scope procured as part 

of the NCH contract to ensure alignment of security and nurse call systems, inflation, and 

costs associated with prolongation.    

The out-turn costs include the decant works, new construction, planning and design fees, 

aspergillus prevention works, equipping etc, the final out-turn cost will be concluded 

following the defects liability period in September 2022.  
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NPHDB Supplier Payments in 2020
Supplier Description Total (Inc VAT)

2HQ ORA Technical Advisors 12,435                             

Aerospace Software Development Ltd. OP&UCC Equipment 18,450                             

AMNCH Secondee Fees 10,701                             

Arup Mechanical & Electrical Design Team Services 1,892,956                       

Atkins Independent Technical Advisors 23,669                             

B Braun Medical OP&UCC Equipment 90,636                             

BAM Building Construction Contractor 123,027,899                   

BDP Architectural Design Team Fees 4,954,727                       

Brighter Graphics Printing Services 10,302                             

Bryan S Ryan Photocopier Maintenance 8,647                               

BT & Sons Roofing Contractor 9,345                               

Byrne Wallace Legal Services

C&AG Auditor Services 26,400                             

Chris Mee Safety Engineering Health and Safety Consultancy Services 18,176                             
Standing Conciliator 261,836                          

Codex Stationary Suppliers 7,031                               

Commercial Engineering Solutions Maintenance Services to NCH Office 13,632                             

Convergent IT Software 98,252                             

Cross Hire Ltd OP&UCC Equipment 11,051                             

DCS Electrical Electrical Maintenance NCH Office 7,323                               

ECRI Institute Healthcare Setting Advisors 13,530                             

Eden Construction Management ServicesCommercial Management Services 1,050,357                       

Electric Ireland Electricity Supply 10,293                             

Energia NCH Office Electricity Costs 32,430                             

Envisage IT Sage Package Supplier 5,583                               

Ethos Engineering Mechanical & Electrical Design Team Services 149,399                          

Eversheds Legal Services

F2 Café Catering Services 64,117                             

FCC Fire Services Design Team Fees 91,004                             

ForwardVision Group Security Upgrade to NCH Office 28,840                             

Legal Services
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Supplier Description Total (Inc VAT)

GVA / Avison Young Planning Consultancy Services 8,505                               

HLM Architectural Design Team Services 827,975                          

Holland Shielding Systems BV OP&UCC Equipment 9,034                               

Independent Fire Services Consultancy Services 7,789                               

Institute of Public Administration Training Fees 11,100                             

Irish Water Connection to Site 703,355                          

Jacobs Engineering Consultancy Services 136,831                          

Legal Services

Legal Services

JV Tierney BREEAM Services 42,208                             

Kantar Media Consultancy Services 6,150                               

KPMG Financial Consultancy 54,640                             

Kroll Advisory Project Controls & Claims Management Services 2,164,680                       

Lansdowne Partnership Property Management Service to NCH Office 263,536                          

Leargas Consulting Consultancy Services 7,488                               

Linesight Construction Management Services & QS Design Team Fees 5,117,450                       

Lisney Car Park Advisors 12,300                             

Legal Services

Commercial Report Peer Reviews 67,162                             

Legal Services

Mater Hospital Secondee Fees 14,158                             

Mazars Internal Auditing Services 56,715                             

McCann Fitzgerald Legal Services

Medray OP&UCC Equipment 154,871                          

Mercury Engineering Contractors 22,064                             

Milestone OP&UCC Equipment 15,435                             

MJ Flood IT software, hardware, disaster recovery, 

maintenance and support services

187,296                          

Moston Contractor 23,844                             

MSA Fire Consultancy Services 265,794                          

Norso Medical OP&UCC Equipment 27,006                             

O'Connor Sutton Cronin Civil and Structural Engineering Design Team Services 1,325,137                       
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Supplier Description Total (Inc VAT)

OLCHC Secondee Fees 331,254                          

Q4PR Community, Internal & External Stakeholder 

Engagement & Media Relations Communication 

318,294                          

Roughan & O'Donovan Civil and Structural Engineering Design Team Services 101,143                          

St. James's Hospital Security Services to NCH Office 46,768                             

Staveley & Partners Legal Consulting Services

Temple Street Hospital Secondee Fees 212,858                          

The Coombe Secondee Fees 90,528                             

Titan Fire Ltd Fire Extinguishers Servicing 7,872                               

Turner & Townsend PSDP Design Team Services 374,736                          

Virgin Media Wifi to NCH Office 17,316                             

Community Facilitator 17,550                             

Willis Towers Watson Insurance Broker Services 652,026                          

Yala Consult Ltd Commercial Management Services 1,329,661                       
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